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LEARNING HIDDEN DYNAMICS USING INTELLIGENT
AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIATION∗
KAILAI XU† , DONGZHUO LI‡ , ERIC DARVE§ , AND JERRY M. HARRIS¶
Abstract. Many engineering problems involve learning hidden dynamics from indirect observa-
tions, where the physical processes are described by systems of partial differential equations (PDE).
Gradient-based optimization methods are considered scalable and efficient to learn hidden dynam-
ics. However, one of the most time-consuming and error-prone tasks is to derive and implement the
gradients, especially in systems of PDEs where gradients from different systems must be correctly
integrated together. To that purpose, we present a novel technique, called intelligent automatic dif-
ferentiation (IAD), to leverage the modern machine learning tool TensorFlow for computing gradients
automatically and conducting optimization efficiently. Moreover, IAD allows us to integrate specially
designed state adjoint method codes to achieve better performance. Numerical tests demonstrate
the feasibility of IAD for learning hidden dynamics in complicated systems of PDEs; additionally,
by incorporating custom built state adjoint method codes in IAD, we significantly accelerate the
forward and inverse simulation.
Key word. Automatic Differentiation, Adjoint State Method
1. Introduction. Learning hidden dynamics from indirect observations — ob-
servations that depend on but are not the states of the dynamics — is fundamental in
many applications. For example, in medical imaging, the reaction-advection-diffusion
equation is used for modeling the hidden dynamics of tumor concentration. The coef-
ficients in the reaction-advection-diffusion equation are not known and are estimated
from MR (magnetic resonance) images (indirect observations) [18]. The estimated
coefficients can be used to predict future tumor growth for planning treatment. As
another example, in CO2 sequestration projects, the migration of injected CO2 into
geological formations is governed by unknown fluid dynamics, where reservoir engi-
neers can only collect sparsely distributed data (direct observations) from wells, which
are insufficient for learning the hidden fluid dynamics. However, we can easily col-
lect waveform data (indirect observation) whose evolution is determined by the fluid
dynamics. It is desirable to use the waveform data to conduct high fidelity inverse
modeling to learn the hidden fluid dynamics. With the learned dynamics, reservoir
engineers will be able to answer whether there are or will be any leaks [22, 16, 17].
In the general form, learning hidden dynamics from indirect observations can
be formulated as a mathematical optimization problem involving systems of partial
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mt1 mt2 mt3 mt4 mt5
u(1)
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
w w w w
u(2) u(3) u(4) u(5)
dm
dt
= A(m;w) Hidden Dynamics
u(i) = B(mti)
(Observation Process)
di = Qu
(i)
(Observation Operator)
Observations
Hidden States
{dˆ1, dˆ2, dˆ3, dˆ4, dˆ5}
(Empirical Observations)
J (d, dˆ) = 12
∑Nl
i=1 ‖di − d̂i‖
2
∆Ts ≪ ∆Tl
∆Tl ∆Tl ∆Tl ∆Tl
Fig. 1: The hidden states such as concentration, pressure and saturation are not
directly observable. w are the unknown parameters to be determined through the
PDE constrained optimization problem. The hidden states are coupled with another
physical process called observation process. We collect data di = Qu(i) from receivers.
differential equations (PDE)
(1.1)
min
w
L(w) = J (d, dˆ) = 1
2
Nl∑
i=1
‖di − d̂i‖2
s.t. di(x, t) = Q(u(i)(x, t))
u(i)(x, t) = B(m(x, t)) x ∈ Ω, ti ≤ t ≤ ti + ∆Ts
dm(x, t)
dt
= A(m(x, t);w), Abc(m(x, t)) = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ Tl
Here Ω is the computational domain and we identify three components (see Figure 1
for a schematic description)
1. Hidden dynamics. The hidden states m(x, t), such as the fluid properties
or the tumor concentration in the previous examples, are subject to some
governing equations dmdt = A(m;w) in the time horizon [0, Tl]. A is a dif-
ferential operator (e.g., the reaction-advection-diffusion equation) and w are
unknown physical parameters. Abc(m(x, t)) = 0 is the boundary condition.
2. Observation process. Another physical process B, such as wave propaga-
tion (or magnetic resonance imaging), is coupled with m and produces seismic
signals (or images) u = B(m). Its time duration [ti, ti + ∆Ts] is much shorter
than that of the hidden dynamics, Tl, and therefore we assume that m is fixed
during t ∈ [ti, ti + ∆Ts]: m(x, t) ≈ m(x, ti) := mti(x).
3. Observation operator. In practice, only parts of the seismic signals (or
images) u(i) are observable because of the receiver constraints. This constraint
is expressed by di = Q(u(i)), where di is the data collected by the receivers.
When learning unknown parameters w in hidden dynamics, gradient-based opti-
mization methods for minimizing L(w) have been proven to be effective and scalable
([32, 28, 25, 5]). To obtain the gradients for the mathematical optimization, there are
usually two prevailing methods: (1) state adjoint methods, where the gradients are
derived and implemented by hand, which is a time-consuming and error-prone process;
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(2) automatic differentiation, where gradients are derived by storing and analyzing
all the traces of forward simulation, which limits our ability to leverage memory and
computation efficient algorithms for bottleneck parts. Combing the best of the two
methods — getting rid of the necessity of deriving gradients by hand while retain-
ing the flexibility of incorporating custom built adjoint state codes — is essential for
building convoluted models to learn hidden dynamics.
We propose a new framework, called intelligent automatic differentiation (IAD),
for implementing algorithms for learning hidden dynamics described by PDEs from
indirect data in general. Particularly, we build our framework based on the modern
machine learning tool TensorFlow, which offers automatic differentiation [12, 13, 10, 8]
functionality, scalability and parallelism for our scientific computing problems. How-
ever, direct implementation of numerical schemes in TensorFlow is inefficient in three
situations: (1) we need to write vectorized codes for efficient linear algebra compu-
tation, which can be difficult; (2) automatic differentiation consumes much memory;
(3) there are more efficient implementation of gradient computation for certain parts
of computation. In IAD, we deal with those challenges by incorporating custom op-
erators.
In this paragraph, we describe how automatic differentiation works and how cus-
tom operators are implemented in IAD. When we implement the forward simulation,
each operation is represented by a node in a computational graph. For example, the
operation can be one time step of forward simulation for the hidden dynamics or the
observation operator Q. Those nodes are connected by directed edges that represent
data and the arrow indicates the flow of the data (Figure 2). To compute the gradient
of ∂L∂w in Figure 2, each operation in the path w  L is equipped with two functions
(1.2)
y = forward(x)
∂L
∂x
= backward
(
∂L
∂y
)
The result in the second equation is equal to ∂L∂y
∂y
∂x according to the chain rule.
backward can be interpreted as “back-propagating” the gradients from ∂L∂y to
∂L
∂x . By
chaining together these operators we are able to obtain the gradients ∂L∂w no matter how
complicated the computational graph is. The decoupling of individual operations and
systematic computation has other advantages. If we are trying out a new sub-model,
e.g., replacing the advection-diffusion equation by the fractional diffusion equation for
the hidden dynamics A, we only need to substitute the corresponding operator and
the rest of the graph remains the same. To implement custom operators, we manually
implement both forward and backward in (1.2) and insert this new operator into the
original computational graph.
Although this framework is applicable to a broader class of problems for learning
hidden dynamics, we focus on a time-lapse monitoring problem in seismic imaging for
concreteness. The problem can be described as follows (see Figure 3 for a schematic
description)
Medium Property
Rock Physics Model−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Acoustic Wave Velocity︸ ︷︷ ︸
This defines the hidden dynamics A
B−→Wave Field Q−→Waveform Data
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w
L
y = F (x)
∂L
∂x
= ∂L
∂y
∂y
∂x
∂L
∂y
∂L
∂x
Existing Adjoint Method Codes
Automatic Differentiation
{
Gradient Back-propagation
(Automatic Differentiation)
Gradient Back-propagation
Forward Operator
Fig. 2: The overall simulation consists of multiple operators. For operators in the path
w  L, we require that they can back-propagate the gradients ∂L∂y to
∂L
∂x . Automatic
differentiation or custom built adjoint method codes can be used for this purpose.
When all the operators are linked together, the system can output the gradient ∂L∂w
by passing the gradients through each individual operator.
mt1 mt2 mt3 mt4 mt5
u
(1)
advection-diffusion equation (slow time-varying)
wave equation
(small time scale)
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
sampling operator
wave field
observations
changes in velocity field
w w w w
FWI
loss function
u
(2)
u
(3) u
(4)
u
(5)
Fig. 3: A paradigm for inverse problems with dynamical systems exhibiting multiple
time-scales. The black arrows denote the data flow of forward simulation while the
red arrows are for gradient back-propagation.
In this problem, the hidden dynamics A describes the evolution of the acoustic
wave velocity v = m + mbase. The medium property (e.g., concentration, saturation
or pressure) determines the acoustic wave velocity, denoted by v = m+mbase, where
mbase is a reference velocity. The evolution of v is determined by the flow dynamics
and the rock physics model. For example, we may use an advection-diffusion equation
to describe the evolution of concentration. The changes in the concentration of fluids
alter the rock acoustic wave velocity because the fluids takes up pore space inside. This
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relationship is known as the rock physics model. We can obtain these models from
experiments or first principles [27]. In practice, the interaction of medium property
dynamics and the rock physics model can be quite complicated and the direct modeling
of the acoustic wave velocity simplifies the procedure in the presence of sufficient data.
As a prototype, we model the overall dynamics of m with (fractional) advection-
diffusion equations. In general, the model can be more sophisticated and tailored
to specific applications, such as coupling a two-phase flow model and Gassmann’s
equations for rock physics. The observation process B describes the propagating wave
u(i) in the rocks and the observation operator Q is the signal u(i) received at several
locations. The acoustic wave velocity mti is not directly measurable, but we can
measure the wave-field u(i) at the receiver location. The governing equation of this
process is usually a wave equation, whose bulk modulus is a function of the acoustic
wave velocity.
We will also investigate the stability of gradient computation for different hidden
dynamics, including the fractional advection-diffusion equation. We show that if
we use an implicit scheme for the forward simulation, under mild assumptions, our
method enjoys certain stability. The analysis is also true for the time-fractional partial
differential equation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the background and
the mathematical setting of the model problem in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
proposed method and implementation details. In Section 4, the stability is analyzed.
The model problem is solved numerically and discussed in Section 5. Finally, we
summarize and point out limitations and future research opportunities in Section 6.
2. Problem Setup.
2.1. Background. In time-lapse monitoring problems, certain governing equa-
tions control the evolution of medium properties. The parameters in the governing
equations cannot be observed directly. Instead, elastic or acoustic waves can be ex-
cited to sense those properties. Repeated surveys of such kind using wave phenomena
or the so-called full-waveform inversion (FWI) can help to reconstruct the hidden pa-
rameters in the governing equations, and may provide insights for future predictions.
FWI is currently the state-of-the-art method in seismic inversion [30, 34, 29, 4]. It
computes the gradient of the misfit between estimated and observed waveform data
with respect to model parameters.
The slowly evolving processes are governed by certain PDEs, i.e., dmdt = A(m;w)
in Equation (1.1). The task here is to use waveform information dˆi to infer the hidden
parameters w in those PDEs. Coupled dynamic systems in different time scales are
involved in this inverse problem. It can be assumed that during the “fast” wave
propagation time scale, the “slow-time” property changes are negligible.
2.2. Hidden Dynamics dmdt = A(m;w). We consider three models for describ-
ing the slow time-varying process (hidden dynamics) in Equation (1.1). These models
are representative for describing the dynamics of the fluid properties.
• The advection diffusion equation.
In this case, the configuration within which the diffusion takes place are also
moving in a preferential direction. The governing equation can be mathemat-
ically described as
(2.1)
∂m
∂t
= b1
∂m
∂x
+ b2
∂m
∂y
+ a
(
∂2m
∂x2
+
∂2m
∂y2
)
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with the initial condition and Dirichlet boundary condition
(2.2) m(x, 0;w) = m0(x;w) m(x, t;w) = 0 x ∈ ∂Ω
• Time-fractional diffusion equation.
The time-fractional PDEs are very useful tools but computational challeng-
ing. They have been used for describing memory and hereditary properties
of many materials. However, solving inverse problems in the time-fractional
PDEs exhibits unique challenges because in the discrete adjoint method, so-
lutions from all previous steps are coupled together [26]. This not only adds
complexity to algorithms and implementation but also places pressure on
memory and computation. Nevertheless, the inverse modeling for the frac-
tional PDEs is substantially simplified by using our method. The gradient
computation in the multi-step scheme is properly handled by ADCME and re-
quires no implementation efforts except for the forward simulation.
The time-fractional advection diffusion equation is
(2.3) C0 D
α
t m = a
(
∂2m
∂x2
+
∂2m
∂y2
)
where C0 D
α
t is the Caputo derivative with index α ∈ (0, 1)
(2.4) C0 D
α
t f(t) =
1
Γ(1− α)
∫ t
0
f ′(τ)dτ
(t− τ)α
The initial and boundary conditions are the same as Equation (2.2).
• Space-fractional diffusion equation
The space-fractional diffusion equation is
(2.5)
∂m
∂t
= −a(−∆)sm
where initial and boundary conditions are the same as Equation (2.2), and
(−∆)s is the fractional Laplacian, which describes long distance interac-
tions [33]. Let p.v. denote the principal value integration, the fractional
Laplacian (−∆)s, indexed by s ∈ (0, 1),
(2.6) (−∆)sm(x) = cd,sp.v.
∫
Rd
m(x)−m(y)
|x− y|d+2s dy, cd,s =
22sΓ
(
s+ d2
)
pid/2 |Γ(−s)|
Discretization of the fractional Laplacian results in a dense matrix, which
significantly increase the memory and computation consumption. To allevi-
ate this problem, we consider a square domain with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition and apply the Fourier spectral method. In this case, to
avoid nonzero parts of m penetrating the boundary, we assume the transport
coefficients b1 = b2 = 0.
The hidden dynamics can be more sophisticated and domain-specific, such as the
black-oil equations in reservoir simulation [7] or the PDE for tumor growth mod-
eling [21]. For numerical stability, we resort to implicit schemes for the numerical
simulation, although they are usually more computational expensive. We show how
we discretize the equation in Subsection 2.4.
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2.3. Observation Process mti = B(u(i)) and Operator Q. The second con-
straint mti = B(u(i)) in Equation (1.1) is the acoustic wave equation in the stress-
velocity formulation:
(2.7)

∂tp(x, t) = −K(x, t;m(x, t)) ∇ · v(x, t) + s(x, t),
ρ(x, t) ∂tv(x, t) = −∇p(x, t),
p(x, t) = 0, v(x, t) = 0 x ∈ ∂Ω
p(x, t) = 0, v(x, t) = 0, t ≤ 0, x ∈ Ω,
The computational domain is ∂Ω × [0,∆Ts]. Compared to the hidden dynamics,
Equation (2.7) occurs in a relatively short period, that is ∆Ts  ∆Tl. Therefore, we
can view m(x, t) as fixed and approximately equal to
(2.8) m(x, t) ≈ m(x, ti) := mti(x)
where K(x, t;m(x, t)) =
(
m(x, t) + mbase(x, t)
)2
ρ(x, t) ≈ (mti + mbase(x, t))2ρ(x, t)
is the bulk modulus for a given baseline quantity mbase(x, t), and ρ is the density,
v(x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t)) is the particle velocity and s(x, t) is the source function. In
our case, we consider mbase(x, t) and ρ(x, t) as constant, and they are independent of
x and θ. The acoustic equation is reduced from the elastic wave equation, and p is
the pressure. The waveform is given by
(2.9) u(i)(x, t) =
[
v(x, t) p(x, t)
]
The observation operator Q are projections of the pressure p(x, t) and particle
velocity v(x, t) onto the temporal-spatial space of receivers (Figure 4), i.e.,
(2.10) Qu(i) = p(xk, t)
for all receiver locations {xk}. The model parameter, mti , has very small changes
during one seismic survey on the scale of hours or days, and evolves slowly on a time
scale of months or even years.
Note that the acoustic equation Equation (2.7) has a free-surface boundary condi-
tion. Due to the relative short propagation time, waves can only reach the free-surface
on part of the boundary. To guarantee that no waves come back from the rest part
of the boundary, absorbing boundary conditions are imposed. In this research, we
use the convolutional perfectly match layers (CPML) [23], whose implementation is
discussed in detail in the discretization section. The CPML works by substituting the
spatial derivative using
(2.11) ∂x˜c =
(
1
κx
∂x + ξx ? ∂x
)
c =
∂xc
κx
− ηx
∫ t
0
e−αxτ∂xc(x, t− τ)dτ,
where ξx(t) = −(ηx)H(t) exp(αxt), αx = (dx/κx+ax), ηx = dx/κ2x, H(t) is a Heaviside
function, and ? is convolution in time. The damping profile dx(x), and linearly varying
parameters κx and ax can be found in [24]. Here where c can be u, v or p.
2.4. Discretization of the (Fractional) Advection Diffusion Equation.
For numerical stability, we use an implicit method to discretize the (fractional) ad-
vection diffusion equations in Subsection 2.2. The interval [0, Tl] is split into nT equal
length intervals 0 = τ0 < τ1 < . . . < τnT = T with τi+1 − τi = ∆τ . We choose ∆τ so
that ti in Equation (1.1) coincides with some τj . We consider uniform discretization
of Ω = [0, L]2 with step size h, with grid points xij = (xi, xj), i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N .
mnij is the numerical approximation to m(xij , n∆τ ;w).
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Fig. 4: The observation operator Q are projections of pressure p(x, t) onto the
temporal-spatial space of receivers p(xk, t).
• The advection diffusion equation.
(2.12)
mn+1i,j −mni,j
∆τ
=b1
mn+1i+1,j −mn+1i−1,j
2h
+ b2
mn+1i,j+1 −mn+1i,j−1
2h
+ a
mn+1i−1,j +m
n+1
i+1,j +m
n+1
i,j−1 +m
n+1
i,j+1 − 4mn+1i,j
h2
The update scheme can be written as (after taking into account of the bound-
ary condition)
(2.13) (I + ∆τA)un+1 = un
where un =
[
mn+11,1 m
n+1
2,1 · · · mn+1N−1,1 mn+11,2 · · · mn+1N−1,N−1
]
and −A
is the discrete advection diffusion operator, independent of ∆τ . Since we have
used an implicit scheme, the update scheme is unconditional stable [31], i.e.,
ρ((I + ∆τA)−1) < 1, ∀∆τ > 0
• The time-fractional diffusion equation.
Let
(2.14) Gm = (m+ 1)
1−α −m1−α, m ≥ 0, 0 < α < 1
then the fractional derivative can be discretized as [19]
C
0 D
α
τ u(τn)
=
∆τ−α
Γ(2− α)
[
G0un −
n−1∑
k=1
(Gn−k−1 −Gn−k)uk +Gnu0
]
+O(∆τ2−α)
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therefore the update scheme is
(2.15)
(I+Γ(2−α)∆ταA)un+1 = Γ(2−α)∆ταun+
n−1∑
k=1
(Gn−k−1−Gn−k)uk−Gnu0
• The space-fractional diffusion equation.
We can use fast Fourier transform to solve Equation (2.5). Let uˆn be the
discrete Fourier transform of un, then we have
(2.16) (1 + ∆τ |ξ|2s)uˆn+1 = uˆn
and therefore
(2.17) un+1 = F−1
(
uˆn
1 + ∆τ |ξ|2s
)
where F−1 denotes the inverse discrete Fourier transform. The scheme is
equivalent to
(2.18) (I + ∆τAs)un+1 = un
for an appropriate operator As that depends on s and ρ((I + ∆τAs)−1) < 1.
3. Intelligent Automatic Differentiation. In this section, we describe the
algorithm underlying ADCME. As depicted in Figure 2, the individual operators are
compiled together in an acyclical computational graph with an automatic differen-
tiation framework, which enables automatic gradient back-propagation. For each
operator y = F (x), if the operator is in the path between the unknown parameter w
and final output L, it requires a gradient transformation feature, i.e., backward func-
tion, that can compute ∂L∂x given
∂L
∂y . There are two ways to implement this backward
function in ADCME: (1) automatic differentiation, and (2) custom built adjoint method
codes. In what follows, we briefly introduce reverse model automatic differentiation
and then present how our backward function is implemented in custom operators.
3.1. Automatic Differentiation. We use a gradient-based method to minimize
the objective function Equation (1.1). We can derive and implement the gradients
directly by adjoint state methods. However, as the system grows more complex, it
requires tremendous effort for derivation, implementation and debugging. We tackle
the problem by developing ADCME, which uses the automatic differentiation capacity
of the modern machine learning tool, e.g., TensorFlow [11].
ADCME provides us a way of implementing numerical schemes and computing the
gradients ∂J∂w using reverse mode automatic differentiation (AD) [3]. AD applies sym-
bolic differentiation at the elementary operation level. In AD, all numerical compu-
tations are ultimately compositions of a finite set of elementary operations for which
derivatives are known, and combining the derivatives of the constituent operations
through the chain rule yields the derivative of the overall composition. In a nutshell,
researchers do not need to worry about deriving and implements derivatives. Most of
the differentiation and optimization processes are taken care of by the software. ADCME
also allows users to implement custom forward simulation and gradients operators,
which is quite useful for incorporating custom built codes without much modification.
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3.2. Incorporating Custom Built Adjoint Method Codes via Custom
Operators. A naive implementation in ADCME with the TensorFlow backend without
code vectorization is inefficient and infeasible for large-scale problem. Even when the
code is vectorized, we may not be able to compute the gradients due to memory or
computation constraints. One solution is to implement a custom operator, which
we have used for the FWI component and one-step forward simulation of advection-
diffusion equation.
1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2
·104
100
101
102
Degrees of Freedom
T
im
e
(s
) Custom forward (GPU)
Custom backward (Checkpointing Scheme, GPU)
Native forward (Directly implemented in ADCME)
Native backward (Automatic Differentiation)
Fig. 5: Comparison of time consumed for the optimized operator and its automatic
differentiation counterparts. Compared to the native automatic differentiation imple-
mentation (Appendix A), the custom operator enjoys more than 100 times acceleration
and scales better with respect to the degrees of freedom.
It is crucial to allow for this kind of flexibility. In our case the FWI operation is
the most time consuming operator. We have implemented a heavily optimized version
of FWI using CUDA. During the forward time stepping, unlike the usual automatic
differentiation where all the intermediate data must be retained for computing gradi-
ents, we only save information around the boundary. This information is then used
to reconstruct the intermediate data during back-propagation. Thus we have saved
the scarce memory resources on GPU and take advantage of the high FLOPS in the
parallel computing. The process can also be viewed as a special form of checkpoint-
ing scheme [6]. For example, we compare the time consumed for the simulation of
wave propagation and its gradient computation given different degrees of freedoms.
The result is shown in Figure 5 for 8 sources and 8 receivers and we observe more
than 100 times acceleration for an optimized operator (the manually implemented ad-
joint method) compared to its automatic differentiation counterparts on CPUs. For
detailed setup for numerical computations, see Section 5.
3.3. Example: Implementing backward for Equation (1.1). First we de-
scribe the strategies for implementing the gradients for the objective function sub-
ject to the constraints in Equation (1.1) using automatic differentiation. We used
the discretize-then-optimize approach. We first discretize the wave equation and the
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advection-diffusion equation as discussed in Subsection 2.4. The advection-diffusion
equation involves unknown parameters w. We assume the initial configuration mt1 =
m0 is given, but it can also be an unknown variable as well. We use bold m since it
is the discretized version of m. To make the discussion clearer, we first introduce the
notation for partial derivatives: ∂f∂x and
Df
Dx . The first notation treats x as indepen-
dent variable of f and the second treats x as dependent variable, i.e., f has one or
more arguments that depends on x. For example, for z = f(x, y), if y is a function of
x, i.e., y = y(x), then we have
∂f(x, y)
∂x
= f1(x, y)(3.1)
Df(x, y)
Dx
= f1(x, y) + f2(x, y)y
′(x)(3.2)
here f1(x, y) = lim∆x→0
f(x+∆x,y)−f(x,y)
∆x , f2(x, y) = lim∆y→0
f(x,y+∆y)−f(x,y)
∆y .
Therefore, by the chain rule, when computing the gradients of J with respect to
w, we have
DJ
Dw
=
Nl∑
i=1
∂J
∂mti
Dmti
Dw
(3.3)
Dmti
Dw
=
∂mti
∂w
+
∂mti
∂mti−1
Dmti−1
Dw
(3.4)
In our example, the gradients ∂J∂mti can be computed using the standard FWI
method. The gradients
∂mtk+1
∂mtk
can also be computed using the adjoint state method.
Technically, we only need to implement one step forward propagation Equation (2.12)
and the associated gradient operator, and the overall simulation for the hidden dy-
namics involves repeatedly calling this operator. Since for reverse mode automatic
differentiation, there is no need to form the Jacobian explicit, we only need to im-
plement the gradients of a functional, J , with respect to mntk , w, assuming ∂J∂mn+1tk is
known. Here the superscript n in mntk denotes the time step between tk, tk+1 because
the evolution from mtk to mtk+1 is computed with a time-stepping method.
(3.5)
∂J
∂mntk
=
∂J
∂mn+1tk
∂mn+1tk
∂mntk
∂J
∂w
=
∂J
∂mn+1tk
∂mn+1tk
∂w
We remark that even for FWI and Equation (3.5), we can avoid implementing
the gradients by using the automatic differentiation provided by TensorFlow. How-
ever, more often than not, we need to write vectorized codes for efficiency if we use
TensorFlow directly, which makes it cumbersome to implement some boundary condi-
tions and apply special linear solvers (such as algebraic multi-grid method). Instead,
we can design custom operators and embed the C++ codes into the workflow. As an
example, consider implementing a differentiable operator that maps mntk to m
n+1
tk
,
with ADCME, after generating the custom operator template using command customop
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in ADCME, the user implements two functions forward and backward
mn+1tk = forward(m
n
tk
, w)(3.6)
∂J
∂mntk
,
∂J
∂w
= backward
(
∂J
∂mn+1tk
,mn+1tk ,m
n
tk
, w
)
(3.7)
the backward operator can be implemented using the chain rule.
The forward simulation operators and gradients are eventually integrated by
TensorFlow automatically. It enables an easy-to-use and friendly interface for the
user and one is free to solve the optimization problem Equation (1.1) using any gra-
dient based optimizers, such as gradient descent methods, L-BFGS-B, etc.
3.4. While Loops. A critical ingredient for the dynamical system is to avoid
writing explicit loops, which results in large computational graphs according to reverse
mode automatic differentiation. Fortunately, TensorFlow provides a very powerful
tool to do this kind of tasks: while loop. Instead of creating new subgraphs for
every iteration, TensorFlow introduces a single special control flow structure to the
computational graph. For technical details, we refer the readers to the paper [1]. In
this way, the loops can be done efficiently. We show such an example in Appendix A.
4. Stability Analysis. In this section, we consider the stability for the gradient
computation of hidden dynamics with memory. For example, the time-fractional
partial differential equation falls into this category. Given a dynamic system, assume
that the state function u(x, t) is discretized at 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tn = T with
ti+1 − ti = ∆t, n∆t = T and spatial locations {xi}Mi=1, uij is the approximation to
u(xi, tj). The discrete numerical scheme for computing u
i = {uij} is
(4.1)
F1(u
1,u0,θ; ∆t) = 0
F2(u
2,u1,u0,θ; ∆t) = 0
. . .
Fn(u
n,un−1, . . . ,u0,θ; ∆t) = 0
where Fi : RM → RM can be linear or nonlinear in u0, u1, . . ., ui and θ is the
unknown parameter. ui can be obtained by solving the i-th equation. We assume a
multi-step implicit form so that it allows a broad class of numerical schemes.
The quantity of interest, J , usually the loss function, is an explicit function of u0,
u1, . . ., un
(4.2) J = J(u0,u1, . . . ,un)
which depends on θ through u0, u1, . . ., un.
We minimize J through a first-order or quasi-second order method, which requires
the gradients
(4.3)
DJ
Dθ
=
n∑
i=0
∂J
∂ui
Dui
Dθ
Figure 6 shows an example where Fi only depends on u
i, ui−1, θ and ∆t, i.e.,
a single-step scheme. In this example, ∂u
n−1
∂θ denotes a partial derivative where the
independent variables are θ and all the previous ui (i ≤ n − 2). Dun−1Dθ denotes the
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. . .
J
u
0
u
1
u
n−2
u
n−1
u
n
θ θ θ θ θ θ
Fig. 6: Schematic diagram for DDθ and
∂
∂θ . In this example, when defining
∂un−1
∂θ the
independent variables are θ and ui, i ≤ n− 2. While in Dun−1Dθ , the only independent
variable is θ (all ui, i ≤ n− 2 are considered functions of θ).
derivative with respect to θ where now all the variables ui are assumed to be functions
of θ (that is, they are considered dependent variables).
Now we can define the stability of the method. The proof can be found in Ap-
pendix B.
Definition 4.1 (Stability). Consider the discrete numerical scheme
Equation (4.1) for approximating u(x, t) for t ∈ [0, T ]. We say that the numerical
scheme is stable if there exists a constant, independent of ∆t, such that
(4.4)
∥∥∥∥DJDθ
∥∥∥∥ ≤ C
(
n∑
i=0
∥∥∥∥ ∂J∂ui
∥∥∥∥2
) 1
2
where ‖ · ‖ is 2-norm.
The definition requires that the gradients do not explode as ∆t → 0. Now we
consider a special case where Fi, J has the form
(4.5)
Fi(u
i,ui−1, . . . ,u0,θ; ∆t) = Aiui −
i−1∑
j=0
aiju
j
J = J(un)
the operators Fi, J in this paper have the form in Equation (4.5).
Theorem 4.2. Let Fi, J have the form in Equation (4.5). Assume C1, C2, C
′
0
are positive constants independent of i and ∆t, Ai, aij satisfy
1.
∑i−1
j=0 aij < 1, aij ≥ 0, ∀0 ≤ j < i;
2. ρ(A−1i ) ≤ 1− C1(∆t)α, where ρ is the spectrum radius;
3.
∥∥∥∂ui∂θ ∥∥∥ ≤ C2(∆t)α for a constant γ > 0.
4.
max
06i6n
∥∥∥∂ui∂θ ∥∥∥
1− max
06i6n
ρ(A−1i )
≥ C ′0
here α ∈ (0, 1]; then the numerical scheme is stable.
Remark 4.3. The first three assumptions are easy to understand, and they are
usually satisfied for a stable numerical scheme. The third assumption assumes that
the gradients of ui with respect to θ do not explode, which makes the gradient-
based optimizer break. The last assumption, on the other hand, assumes that the
parameter θ is learnable: the maximum of
∥∥∥∂ui∂θ ∥∥∥ cannot vanish otherwise there is
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insufficient update for θ; meanwhile, the maximum ρ(A−1i ) cannot be too small,
otherwise the back-propagation will be damped too much and gradients cannot be
efficiently transmitted.
The following two results are direct applications of Theorem 4.2
Corollary 4.4 (Stability for the advection diffusion equation). The scheme pro-
posed in Equation (2.13) is stable.
Proof. This is a special case of Corollary B.1 when α = 1.
Corollary 4.5 (Stability for the fractional Laplacian equation). The scheme
proposed in Equation (2.18) is stable.
Proof. For the diffusion coefficient a, the analysis is essentially the same as above.
Note that the space fractional index s only resides in As and As does not depend on
∆t, therefore, the assumptions are automatically satisfied as in the advection diffusion
case.
Remark 4.6. We have developed the stability with emphasis on ∆t. We could
also develop stability concept with respect to h. However, since the stability due to
the time evolution is most relevant for our problem, we focus on the stability with
respect to ∆t.
Remark 4.7. An advantage of using implicit scheme is that the second assumption
is satisfied in most schemes. We could also have certain stability conditions for explicit
scheme. However, this could be troublesome as the optimizer evaluates the model for
different parameters, which may lead to an inadmissible CFL condition.
5. Applications. As a demonstration of the flexibility of the proposed frame-
work, we consider several models discussed in Subsection 2.2. Instead of implementing
the adjoint methods from scratch for each PDE constrained optimization model, we
only need to substitute the hidden dynamics part, either implemented with custom
operators or automatic differentiation. The decoupling is quite useful when we want
to add more models.
The settings for the hidden dynamics are the following. For the (fractional)
advection diffusion equation, we adopt a uniform mesh for both time and space and
let ∆τ = 0.01, h = 3. The degrees of freedom is 40 × 40, with 40 grid points per
dimension. The time interval between two observations is ti+1 − ti = 5∆τ = 0.05,
i.e., we carry out the forward simulation for 5 times between two observations. The
baseline quantity mbase = 3500. After obtaining the mti at various time, we upscale
mti to 150 × 150 with bilinear interpolation to match the spatial configuration for
the wave equation. We also assume m0 is given exactly. In addition, for testing the
robustness, we add artificial i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian noise to mti before upscaling.
The noise level is described by its standard deviation, which we denote σ in the
following.
We now describe the settings for FWI. We discretize the domain Ω uniformly and
the discretization points are xij = [(i− 1)h, (j − 1)h], i = 1, 2, . . ., 134, j = 1, 2, . . .,
384 and h = 24. The first dimension is the depth while the second is the distance.
There are 3 phases of observations in total, where we denote as dˆ1, dˆ2 and dˆ3. In each
phase, there are 30 sources and 295 receivers positioned at the depth of 768 m. The
CPML boundaries with thickness of 32 grid points are placed along all four sides of
the computational domain. In the inversion, we mask gradient updates in the CPML
area. The source time function is a Ricker wavelet with a dominant frequency of
10 Hz. The simulation time is 5 s with a time interval of 0.0025 s.
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For the optimizer, we use the built-in L-BFGS-B optimizer, which has been found
very effective for many scientific computing problems. The stop criterion is whenever
one of the following condition is satisfied: (1) The relative change in the objective
function is less than 10−12; (2) The norm of projected gradient is less than 10−12;
(3) maximum number of iteration 15000 is reached. The optimization for all cases
converge within 30 iterations. Thanks to the TensorFlow backend parallelism fea-
ture, the inverse problem solver runs in parallel whenever two operations are separate
in the computation dependency graph. For example, several FWI subroutines are
automatically parallelized in Figure 3.
5.1. Convergence Test for Automatic Differentiation. Before we consider
any applications, we perform the convergence test for automatic differentiation. Since
we have considered a long and coupled dynamical system, if gradients are not imple-
mented correctly, the error may accumulate during backpropagation. Therefore, it is
crucial to verify the correctness of the gradients implementation. We apply the Taylor
remainder convergence test [9]. Let c be a scalar, vector or matrix, F is a continuous
functional that depends on c. The Taylor remainder test is based on the fact that
given an arbitrary perturbation c˜ to c, we have
(5.1) |F (c + γc˜)− F (c)| = O(|γ|)
while
(5.2) |F (c + γc˜)− F (c)− γ〈c˜,∇F (c)〉| = O(γ2)
where 〈·, ·〉 denotes inner product. As long as 〈c˜,∇F (c)〉 6= 0, we should expect first
order and second order convergence for Equations (5.1) and (5.2). Figure 7 shows the
convergence plot for the following operators respectively:
• One step forward propagation of the advection diffusion equation, i.e., Equa-
tion (2.12).
• One forward simulation of the wave equation with CPML, with the velocity
field as inputs and the misfit as the output.
In the plot, “finite difference” and “automatic differentiation” refer to Equa-
tions (5.1) and (5.2) respectively. We see clearly that we obtain second order conver-
gence for Equation (5.2), indicating the correctness of the gradient computation.
5.2. Advection Diffusion Equation. In Figure 8, we show the basic settings.
The first plot shows the initial configuration for m, which consists of 5 piecewise
constant domains, surrounded by zero margins. The following plots to the right shows
the result at t = 0.25 with different noise levels σ = 0.0, 5.0, 10.0. The corresponding
governing equation is
∂m
∂t
= 10∆m+ 0.1
∂m
∂x
− 0.2∂m
∂y
with zero Dirichlet boundary condition. The i.i.d. Gaussian noise is added to m
(5.3) m˜ti = mti + Wi, Wi ∼ N (0, σ2I)
In Table 1 we show the results for the advection diffusion equation. We can see
that for the no-noise case, we recover the coefficients exactly. As we increase the noise,
the converged values start to deviate from the true ones but still remain quite robust
against noise.
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Fig. 7: Convergence plot for the gradients computed via finite difference (FD) and
automatic differentiation (AD). “Finite difference” and “automatic differentiation”
refers to Equations (5.1) and (5.2) respectively. The first plot corresponds to one step
forward propagation of the advection diffusion equation; the second corresponds to
one forward simulation of the wave equation with CPML.
Fig. 8: Basic settings for the advection diffusion equation. The red triangles (N)
represent sources while the blue dots (•) represent receivers. The first figure shows
the initial configuration m0, the others show the terminal configuration for different
noise levels. We can see that the edges (sudden changes in m(·, t)) are blurrier when
the noise level σ is larger.
Governing Equation σ = 0 σ = 5 σ = 10
∂m
∂t = ∆m+ 0.1
∂m
∂x − 0.2∂m∂y
a/a∗ = 1.0000
b1/b
∗
1 = 1.0000
b2/b
∗
2 = 1.0000
a/a∗ = 0.8740
b1/b
∗
1 = 0.9782
b2/b
∗
2 = 1.0146
a/a∗ = 0.7201
b1/b
∗
1 = 0.9535
b2/b
∗
2 = 0.9560
∂m
∂t = 10∆m+ 0.1
∂m
∂x − 0.2∂m∂y
a/a∗ = 1.0000
b1/b
∗
1 = 1.0000
b2/b
∗
2 = 1.0000
a/a∗ = 0.9773
b1/b
∗
1 = 1.0022
b2/b
∗
2 = 1.0409
a/a∗ = 0.9472
b1/b
∗
1 = 0.9497
b2/b
∗
2 = 0.9261
∂m
∂t = 100∆m+ 0.1
∂m
∂x − 0.2∂m∂y
a/a∗ = 1.0000
b1/b
∗
1 = 1.0000
b2/b
∗
2 = 1.0000
a/a∗ = 0.9808
b1/b
∗
1 = 0.8611
b2/b
∗
2 = 0.9845
a/a∗ = 1.0357
b1/b
∗
1 = 1.0560
b2/b
∗
2 = 0.9172
Table 1: Result for advection diffusion equation. The first column shows the governing
equations we use to generate synthetic observation data. a∗, b∗1 and b
∗
2 are exact values.
σ is the standard deviation in the Gaussian noise added to m.
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5.3. Time fractional Advection Diffusion Equation. For the time frac-
tional advection diffusion case, we need to point out that the discrete adjoint state
equation is much more convoluted than its integer order counterparts to derive and
implement. We refer readers to [2, 26] for adjoint methods on fractional partial dif-
ferential equations. Machine learning techniques have also been applied to calibrate
the space fractional index [15].
Table 2 shows the result for the time-fractional advection diffusion equation. We
can see that for most cases the method discovers the true value quite accurately.
However, for large noise and small α∗, we observed that the calibration of a has more
than 20% error. If α is too small, the dynamical system exhibits super-diffusion, and
we need a larger computational domain to capture the changes. Noise has negative
impact on the accuracy of the calibration. As long as α is reasonable large and noise
is not too large, the proposed method shows good performance on estimating the
parameters, especially for the fractional indices.
Governing Equation σ = 0 σ = 5 σ = 10
C
0 D
0.8
t m = 10∆m
a/a∗ = 1.0000
α = 0.8000
a/a∗ = 0.9109
α = 0.7993
a/a∗ = 1.0973
α = 0.8030
C
0 D
0.6
t m = 10∆m
a/a∗ = 1.0000
α = 0.6000
a/a∗ = 0.8388
α = 0.5927
a/a∗ = 1.1312
α = 0.6061
C
0 D
0.4
t m = 10∆m
a/a∗ = 1.0000
α = 0.4000
a/a∗ = 1.2763
α = 0.4081
a/a∗ = 0.8447
α = 0.3908
C
0 D
0.2
t m = 10∆m
a/a∗ = 0.9994
α = 0.2000
a/a∗ = 0.3474
α = 0.1826
a/a∗ = 0.8633
α = 0.2064
Table 2: Result for time-fractional advection diffusion equation. The first column
shows the governing equations we use to generate synthetic observation data. a∗ is
the exact value. σ is the standard deviation in the Gaussian noise added to m, α is
the estimated time fractional index. For large noise and small α∗ and smaller α, in
this case the sub-diffusion effects dominate, the presence of noise makes it difficult to
estimate the diffusion coefficient. It is remarkable even in the presence of large noise
σ = 10, the estimation of α is still accurate.
We also show the loss function for the cases shown above in Figure 9. We can see
that for given α, for larger noise levels, the optimizer terminates at larger losses. For
a fixed noise level, we obtain faster convergence for larger α’s. These are consistent
with our discussion above.
5.4. Space-fractional Advection-Diffusion Equation. Finally we show the
result for the space-fractional advection diffusion equation in Table 3. We can see that
for σ = 0, 5, 10, the method recovers both the fractional indices and the diffusion
coefficients with good accuracy.
6. Conclusion. We developed a new algorithm to learn the hidden dynamics
from indirect observations by solving a PDE constrained optimization problem. The
algorithm uses a gradient-based optimization method. This is achieved through a
flexible gradient back-propagation scheme. The computation tool, ADCME, which ma-
terializes this framework, provides the user with a friendly syntax for expressing sci-
entific computing algorithms. It has a powerful and flexible interface. It was designed
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Fig. 9: Loss functions for different α’s and different noise levels. The legend numbers
denote noise levels. Due to noise, the loss will converge to different levels and we
obtain larger terminal losses for larger noise levels σ.
Governing Equation σ = 0 σ = 5 σ = 10
∂m
∂t = −10(−∆)0.2m
a/a∗ = 1.0000
s = 0.2000
a/a∗ = 1.0378
s = 0.2069
a/a∗ = 1.0948
s = 0.2159
∂m
∂t = −10(−∆)0.4m
a/a∗ = 1.0000
s = 0.4000
a/a∗ = 0.9834
s = 0.3983
a/a∗ = 0.9900
s = 0.3946
∂m
∂t = −10(−∆)0.6m
a/a∗ = 1.0000
s = 0.6000
a/a∗ = 1.0285
s = 0.6021
a/a∗ = 0.9657
s = 0.5807
∂m
∂t = −10(−∆)0.8m
a/a∗ = 1.0000
s = 0.8000
a/a∗ = 1.0365
s = 0.8093
a/a∗ = 0.9649
s = 0.7675
Table 3: Result for space-fractional advection diffusion equation. The first column
shows the governing equations we use to generate synthetic observation data. a∗ is
the exact value. σ is the standard deviation in the Gaussian noise added to m, s is
the estimated space fractional index.
from the ground up such that custom built differentiable operators can be integrated
in a modular fashion. It can be found at
https://github.com/kailaix/ADCME.jl
The TensorFlow backend provides automatic differentiation as an alternative way to
deriving and implementing adjoint methods.
The numerical results showed the effectiveness of the framework and the soft-
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ware. We coupled different hidden dynamics (fractional and advection-diffusion) with
an acoustic wave equation. We found that the algorithms could learn the hidden dy-
namics accurately in most cases on the test problems. In some cases, such as when we
had very small time-fractional indices and large noise, the diffusion coefficients were
estimated less accurately. This was to be expected because of the ill-conditioning of
the mathematical problem.
We showed proofs of effectiveness on a time-lapse monitoring problem in seis-
mic imaging. However, the framework is not limited to the full-waveform inversion of
slow-time-scale processes. This framework can solve many other PDE constrained op-
timization problems by decoupling the forward simulation into individual operations.
In the future, we plan to benchmark it on geophysics problems where the hidden dy-
namics are usually assumed to be more specific and complicated models such as the
two-phase fluid flow models or the black oil model.
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Appendix A. Sample Codes for Wave Equations.
We show in Figure 10 how to solve wave equation with ADCME.jl. The imple-
mentation is based on [14].
 
# update w_n, w_{n-1} to w_n, w = [u;φ;ψ] φ,ψ: auxiliary variables
function time_step(σij, τij, w, wold, fij, cij)
  u = (2 .- σij.*τij*Δt^2 - 4*Δt^2/h^2 * cij) * w[IJ] +
  cij * (Δt/h)^2 * (w[IpJ]+w[InJ]+w[IJp]+w[IJn]) +
  (Δt^2/2h)*(w[RIpJ]-w[RInJ]+w[QIJp]-w[QIJn])-
  (1 .- (σij+τij)*Δt/2) * wold[IJ] + Δt^2*fij
  u = u / (1 .+ (σij+τij)/2*Δt)
  φ = (1 .-Δt*σij) * w[RIJ] + Δt * cij * (τij -σij)/2h * 
  (w[IpJ]-w[InJ])
  ψ = (1 .-Δt*τij) * w[QIJ] + Δt * cij * (σij -τij)/2h * 
  (w[IJp]-w[IJn])
  [u;φ;ψ]
end
# cij: medium property 
# val: source function
function wave_equation(cij, val) 
  # profile function for PML boundary condition
  σij = Σx[2:Ni-1,2:Ni-1][:]
  τij = Σy[2:Ni-1,2:Ni-1][:]
  function condition(i, w_arr) # while loop stopping condition
    i<=NT+2
  end
  function body(i, w_arr) # body of while iteration
  fij = PointSource(val[i-1])
  w = constant(zeros(Ni^2+2pmlN))
  w = scatter_add(w, [IJ;RIJ;QIJ], 
  time_step(σij, τij, read(w_arr, i-1),read(w_arr, i-2), fij, cij))
  i+1, write(w_arr, i, w)
  end
  # for storing the while loop intermediate variables
  w_arr = TensorArray(NT+1)
  w_arr = write(w_arr, 1, constant(zeros(Ni^2+2pmlN)))
  w_arr = write(w_arr, 2, constant(zeros(Ni^2+2pmlN)))
  i = constant(3, dtype=Int32)
  _, out_U = while_loop(condition, body, [i,w_arr]) # time-stepping loop
  out_U # final solution of numerical integrator
end
Fig. 10: Sample codes for wave equations. The contexts and some global variables
are omitted for conciseness.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Proof. For clarity we introduce several notation
Qi :=
∥∥∥∥DuiDθ
∥∥∥∥(B.1)
ρmax := max
06i6n
ρ(A−1i )(B.2)
Θ := max
06i6n
∥∥∥∥∂ui∂θ
∥∥∥∥(B.3)
We have
(B.4)
Dui
Dθ
=
∂ui
∂θ
+
∂ui
∂ui−1
Dui−1
Dθ
+
∂ui
∂ui−2
Dui−2
Dθ
+ · · ·+ ∂u
i
∂u0
Du0
Dθ
By Equation (4.5) we have
ui = A−1i
i−1∑
j=0
aiju
j

and therefore
∂ui
∂uj
= aijA
−1
i
Plug it into Equation (B.4) and notice that ρ(A−1i ) ≤ ρmax we have
Qi =
∥∥∥∥DuiDθ
∥∥∥∥ 6 Θ + ρmax i−1∑
j=0
aijQj
Let Q˜i be auxiliary variables which satisfies
Q˜0 =Q0(B.5)
Q˜i =Θ + ρmax
i−1∑
j=0
aijQ˜j(B.6)
We now prove that Q˜j ≥ Qj , ∀j by mathematical induction.
• The claim is true for j = 0.
• Assume it is true for all j ≤ i− 1, for j = i, we have
Qi 6 Θ + ρmax
i−1∑
j=0
aijQj 6 Θ + ρmax
i−1∑
j=0
aijQ˜j 6 Q˜i
hence it is also true for j = i.
• As a result, Q˜j ≥ Qj , ∀j.
Now we give a bound on Q˜j . We scale Q˜j by a factor of
Θ
1−ρmax , i.e.,
Q′i =
Q˜i (1− ρmax)
Θ
then we have
Q′i = 1− ρmax + ρmax
i−1∑
j=0
aijQ
′
j
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We prove that if Q′0 ≤ C, where C > 0 is a constant, then Q′i ≤ C, ∀i. In fact, thanks
to C > 1 and the first assumption in the theorem, if Q′j < C for j < i, then we have
Q′i = 1− ρmax + ρmax
i−1∑
j=0
aijQ
′
j ≤ 1− ρmax + ρmaxC ≤ C
therefore we have obtained
Qi 6 Q˜′i =
Q′iΘ
1− ρmax ≤
CΘ
1− ρmax
Finally, we prove that Θ1−ρmax can be upper bounded by a constant independent of
∆t. In fact, thanks to the last three assumptions we have
C ′0 6
Θ
1− ρmax 6
C2(∆t)
α
C1(∆t)
α =
C2
C1
in this case, C is selected as Q0C
′
0 and we have
(B.7) Qi ≤ Q0C
′
0C2
C1
:= C0
where the constant C0 is independent of i and ∆t.
As a consequence,∥∥∥∥DJDθ
∥∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥∥ ∂J∂un DunDθ
∥∥∥∥ 6 ∥∥∥∥ ∂J∂un
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥DunDθ
∥∥∥∥ = C0 ∥∥∥∥ ∂J∂un
∥∥∥∥
To make the analysis simple, in the following corollaries, we assume the transport
coefficients b1 = b2 = 0. As we can see, the stability depends on how we discretize
the system.
Corollary B.1 (Stability for the fractional advection diffusion equation). The
scheme proposed in Equation (2.15) is stable with respect to a.
Proof. In this case, we have
(B.8)
{
an,k = Gn−k−1 −Gn−k n− 1 ≥ k ≥ 1
an,0 = −Gn k = 0
Therefore
(B.9)
i−1∑
j=0
aij = 1 + (i− 1)1−α − (i+ 1)1−α < 1
the first assumption is satisfied.
Note Ai = 1 +
∆τα
Γ(2−α)A, where A is the discretized advection diffusion operator
and therefore
(B.10) ρ(A−1i ) = ρ
((
I +
∆τα
Γ(2− α)A
)−1)
≤ 1− C(∆t)α
for some C > 0. Hence the second assumption is satisfied.
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For the third assumption, consider the diffusion coefficient a, given v ∈ Rm, and
v˜ = (I + Γ(2− α)∆ταA)−1v, we have
(B.11)
v˜T
∂mn+1
∂a
= Γ(2− α)∆τα
∑
i,j
v˜ij
mn+1i−1,j +m
n+1
i+1,j +m
n+1
i,j−1 +m
n+1
i,j+1 − 4mn+1i,j
h2
and therefore
(B.12)
∥∥∥∥v˜T ∂mn+1∂a
∥∥∥∥ ≤ ∆τα 8Γ(2− α)h2 ‖v˜‖‖mn+1‖
The upper bound of ‖mn+1‖ independent of ∆t is from standard estimation for the
forward problem, see, for example, [20]. Therefore, we have
(B.13)
∥∥∥∥∂mn+1∂a
∥∥∥∥ ≤ C∆tα
for a constant C independent of ∆t. Hence the third condition is satisfied. Finally,
note that
(B.14)
∥∥∥∥∂mn+1∂a
∥∥∥∥ = ∆tαmn+1a
for a mn+1a independent of ∆t, thus
(B.15) max
n
∥∥∥∥∂mn+1∂a
∥∥∥∥ = ∆tα maxn mn+1a
In addition, A is the discrete Laplacian operator, and therefore A is symmetric. As-
sume the smallest eigenvalue of A is λmin > 0, then we have
ρ(A−1i ) = ρ
((
I +
∆tα
Γ(2− α)A
)−1)
=
1
1 + ∆t
α
Γ(2−α)λmin
from which we have
(B.16)
max
06i6n
∥∥∥∂ui∂θ ∥∥∥
1− max
06i6n
ρ(A−1i )
=
∆tα max
n
mn+1a
1− 1
1+ ∆t
α
Γ(2−α)λmin
> Γ(2− α)
max
n
mn+1a
λmin
therefore the last assumption is also satisfied.
As a result, it is stable for the diffusion coefficient a.
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